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Abstract
We introduce a notion of realizability for Classical Linear Logic  and describe a
number of examples  including one based on concurrent games  and one based on
the process calculus CCS
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Realizability in its usual formulations  while useful and powerful  appears
limited in its scope In particular  it seems closely tied to Intuitionistic logic 
on the logical side  and to functional computation  on the computational side
We propose a signicant broadening of the scope of realizability on the log
ical side  to Classical Linear Logic Gir  and on the computational side to
encompass concurrent processes Examples include a realizability model for
Classical Linear Logic based on the process calculus CCS Mil	 The guiding
principle for this notion of process realizability is that of duality a type is
understood not just in terms of its canonical 
values  but also in terms of
the contexts for consuming these values a formula is understood  not just in
terms of its possible proofs  but also of its possible refutations an interactive
protocol is understood in terms of both 
clients and servers etc The real
izability models for Classical Linear Logic are not wellpointedan essential
feature from our point of view They also oer an interesting and novel basis
for rejecting the structural rules of contraction and weakeningso that Linear
Logic itself can be seen as arising naturally from this realizability paradigm
One example of this construction  based on 
concurrent games  has led
to full completeness results for MultiplicativeAdditive Linear Logic AM		
The example based on CCS suggests a number of possible applications to
concurrency It can be seen as a continuation of the work on interaction cate
gories AGN	a AGN	b  which overcomes some of the problems which were
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encountered there There are also possible applications to the computational
interpretation of proofs in Classical Logic
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